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Ansrnecr

The baro-diffusion effect in a binary mixture of incompressible
viscous fluids due to a steadily rotating cone has been considered. It
has been found that the separations of the species in the rr,ixture takes
place because of their different molecular rveights under the action of the

prevailing pressure gradient.

1. Introduction

The problem of baro-diffusion in a binary mixture of incompressible,
viscous fluids set in steady, axially symmetric motion by an infinite cone

of wide opening, rotating uniformly about its axis is considered. We

assume the mixture to be isothermal so that, the diffusion of the species

is brought about by the concentration gradient and the pressure gradient

only.
The general motivations and background to this problem arca are

elaborated by Sarma ( 1973 ). He discussed the problem ol barodiffusion
in an isothermal mixture of two incompressible viscous fluids set in steady

motion by an infinite rotating disk. Wu ( 1959 ) derived the boundary

layer equations for a spinning cone and showed that, with suitable trans-

formations, the flow functions satisfy the Von-KdrmSn equations for an

infinite rotating disk but the pressure distributic,n is altered. Thus, in

the present configuration, we expect a different distribution of the con'

cenbrations of the species than that for the case of an infinite rotating

disk.

2. Flow at a Spining Cone

Consider an infinite cone of opening angle 2a rotating uniformly

with angular speed rrr about its axis in a binary mixture of incompressible
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viscous fluids. We assume that one of the components in the binary
mixture is present in extremely small relative amount, so that the
properties of the mixture are independent of the distribution of the

rarer component but the velocityT:(oril+, ,7r)lbr*pr) where p, and

pz ate the densities and,l ural ur" the velocities of the rarer and
more abundant components respectively.

We introiluce orthogonal curvilinear coordinates ({, 6, <) which
are appropriate to the present cofiguration and are defined by the relations
;s:({ sin <*< cos <), cos Q, y:(t sin <*q cos <) sin 6, z:{ cos <-(
sin <, Here (x, y, z) are rectangular certesian coordinates with origin at
the vertex and z-axis along the axis of the cone. The boundary layer
equations in (6, d, s) system are
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where u, y, w are the components of y in 6, ,5, ( directions respectively
and p:pr*ps.

The boundary conditions are

u:0. y:{ar sin <, ru:0 at (:0 \u-+0, y+0 as (+a )

Following Wu l2l, we take the velocity components as

va-([o sin <)/'(z), y:(€, sin <) g (,r)

h,: -2(De) sin <;*71ay, (:(uf ot sin <);a (3)

where a prime denotes dld4.

When these expressions are substituted in the equations (l), the
equation of continuity is identically satisfied and the remaining equations
transform to

l'ttt-ttt2 _2f-f"_g, 
1

g" :2( .f ' g -fg') J

aaq;:eG, 
cos <)(ra.' sin <)+ g'
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The boundary conditions (2) become

f(o):ft(o):0, g(o):l ; ft-+0, g-+0 as \->@' (6)

we see that the equations (4) ancl (6) fbr /' and g are the familiar von-

K6rm6n equations for an infinite rotating drsk, cocirran (1934) has

obtained nurnericatriy the accurate solittion to this problerir'

3. Solution af the Prttblent

writing the species conservation equation Isee Sar:na (1973) I in
(€, ,1, O system and applying the same boundary layer apprcximations

as those to the flow probiem, we obtain

,a f; +, {t -, LL^?.' 
* Y;-,,# 

3,(". H) i
where Cr:Prlp is the concentration of the rarer component and D is

the diffusion coefficient ; mt, ??L.z are the molecular weights of the rarer

and the more abundant components, and po6 is the working pressure

in the medium. Substituting the expressions (3) in the equation (7),

we obtain

t 
Lu 
ru# -r,u#l:ffi .,.a*,i#a1- .f e,r,t

(i)

(8)

where S:v/D is the Scliu:idt number u*6 3:(rn2-mr)pvaf mrp* is

the barodiffusion number.
The boundary concitions on c, are obtained from the fact that

the normal mass flux at tire surface of the cone vanishes and that there

is no diffusion at large distalce away frorn the surlace. Hence the

boundary conditions on C. are

Lff:Li'":io 1''.'u"" at 'r:ol. (e)

Cr+ (C, ) * as l)'--+ca !
We take the concentration C, as

Cr:(Cr)- lyo(l)+(4 B cos <)(u/ro s;n <)-*.r r(l)1. (10)

Substituting this expre ssion in (8) and (9), rve find that t! o and 1,,
satisfy the equations

io":-2Sf i o"
,r':S( -f' ,lrr-2f ,i, r/)-(Y.1ge)'

and the boundary conditions

{o'(0) : o t ,i o-+ I as 4+ oo

{,,'(0)*'r 6(0)9:(0):Q ; { ,+0 &s 4-} oo.

(11)
(12)

(13)

(14)
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The equation (i1) subject to the conditions (13) gives Vo(ry):1.
To determile ,7, i'rom the equation (12) and the conditions (14), we
use tire methoC of se;ies erprnsions follorved by Laplace's method.
This methcC u'as de.,,eloped by l.,Ieksyn (1955) and has been found to
gii,e good results e',en for a feiv terms in the eLpansions. In applying
the method, \\'e express . , (,;) in powers of r; as

€
. - (,,t:\- {:r ,rn/ n!

where o,,'s are constants to be determinecl. This expansion is valid
only for sufficientl;v srnall values of 4. The boundary conditions (l4a)
rhrougir (da) gives 6r:-1. Substituting (15) and similar expansions
for / and g in (12) and (4), and equating the coefficients of the like
powers of 4, ure obiain a,,'s atter simpliflcations as

er: -2M, ar-Skao-2M', e+:-Sao-4k, I
a6:S +4+(6S-20)/c M -2SMao, etc. J 

(16)

where 1(:/"(0) and 74:9/{0). The accurate vajues of K and M are
known lrom Cochran's solutions and are given as

K:.510, M-- "616"
Thus, from (16), we see that r, is determined if ao is known. The
unknown coefflcient ao is to be deterrnined tiom the conditions (146)
&S rl-* oo .

Integrating the eq::ation (12) once, we get

(Sf ' .i, ,-2Sg/)eFdq: y1r1

where

F(n\:zsfqo {\,,) d,t.

Integrating again the equation (17), rve get

,i r:aa*J' ,tr, exp ( -F(,r))d,i.

The coefficient ao is given by ihe equation

lcoo"+ 
.l " 

X(n) exp {- F(il} d4:0.

Since X(a)+ - 1 as r) @, the integral can be evaluated

by Laplace's method"

( 17)t'reo:- t *i:

(15)

(1 8)

(20)

asymptotically

(1e)
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Putting f':7, transforming the equation (20) to e'variable and

integrating in gamma functions, we get

3ar+ 
,3 rh,,r{nl3):o

where the coefficients h* are found to be

1 --.-^,- 2

h,: - (3 I ks)i, h,: * (2M + !k)(3 | ks)E,

h": -\3lks,(# *!l#n M2*f,ksao), etc. (22\

The series (21) determines ao for different values of s. Taking the

eix terms ol the series (21), we determined for S:1, 1'5 and 2'0'

values of ao are as

Figure I: Variationof '/'r (a) against 4 for S:l'0 ^S,=20.
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The variation ,1, ,(ri near the surface of the cone is shown in Sgure I
for S:1.0, and 2.0.

4. Discussion

From the expression (10), we observe that if the product tF cos <
is zero, then Cr:(Cr)* everywhere and hence there is no separation
of the species in this case. We assume that mr{mr, that is, the rarer
component is lighter than the other. Also, let the mixture be outside
the cone so that ,(>90". Then the product {B cos a is negative away
from the vertex of the cone.

The figure I shows that rf , is positive near the surface of the cone
but becomes negative away from it. Thus, the rarer component moves
away from the surface to another layer. Similar distribution of the con-
centrations of the species is predicted by Sarma ( 1973 ) for the case of
a rotating disk. The separation of the species near the surface of the
cone is enhanced by the increase in the Schimdt nuniber g.
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